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GREENING NEWSLETTER
National-Park Visitors Are Asked
to Take Their Trash With Them
Pilot Program to Get Rid of Cans Has Unintended
Porta Potty Consequences
National Park Service chief groundskeeper Anthony Migliaccio
piloted his utility vehicle down the George Washington
Memorial Parkway, surveying the good, the bad and the ugly in
the government’s new effort to get visitors to do something that
doesn’t come naturally: haul away their own garbage.
Along the parkway’s main stem—a lush, tree-lined Virginia
roadway that runs from George Washington’s Mount Vernon
estate to the forests of Turkey Run Park—there are now 55
fewer garbage cans. In their place are signs informing people
that they are now expected to tote away their half-eaten hot
dogs, soiled paper plates, crushed soda cans and the like.
With the Iwo Jima statue in the background, a sign at the
Marine Corps Memorial explains Trash Free Parks, with
complimentary bags.
The idea behind project Carry In-Carry Out, explained Mr.
Migliaccio, is to free up the park service’s trash haulers to
pursue nobler beautification projects, such as flower planting.
But training the masses to stuff their own refuse back into their
cars, purses and strollers is causing something of a stink. On
a recent day, one lonely can in a busy park overflowed with
visitors’ refuse. Meanwhile, a nearby dispenser of free plastic
trash bags—each printed with a plea for folks to retain their
own waste—remained full.
Bus driver Ronnie McGinley
ambled over to the overloaded bin, carrying
a plastic water bottle. So why not keep the
vessel on the bus? “I don’t want it rolling
around,” said Mr. McGinley, who seemed
a bit nonplused by the voluntary rule. “You
want it?”
Still, the trash initiative presses on. The DC
region’s pilot program calls for replacing
garbage bins from 27 locations along the
parkway with twice as many signs asking
people to own their own messes. It’s a tall
order. Each year the George Washington Parkway—a 32mile national park/commuter route dotted with historic sites,
memorials, picnic groves and wildlife refuges—draws about
eight million visitors along with their dogs, diapers, paper
plates and plastic sporks. It’s the fifth most-visited feature in
the national park system. Visitors create some 380 tons of
solid waste each year.
Carry In-Carry Out was launched on Earth Day in April,
and now is in the middle of a six-month period that, overall,
parkway deputy superintendent Jon “J.J.” James refers to as
“bumpy.” Mr. Migliaccio describes it as being in “the teething
stage.” Touring his turf in the rain recently, Mr. Migliaccio
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pointed out a pair of waterlogged boat shoes, a cooler lid and
an intact ceramic serving dish. There was also a drive shaft,
hubcap and a couple of dozen plastic water bottles. Near the
Reagan National Airport exit, inexplicably, was an abandoned
white hazmat suit. Nonetheless, Mr. Migliaccio took a rosy
view. “Not bad,” he pronounced of his findings. “Most of this
stuff would be here even if we did have cans.” His rounds,
though, exposed other challenges. Mr. Migliaccio drove past
flocks of tourists at the Marine Corps Memorial, famed for
its monument memorializing the flag-raising at
Iwo Jima. The site draws four million visitors a
year. When the trash-free program began—and
some cans disappeared—people rushed to the
area’s Porta Potties to relieve themselves of
their trash. That’s a big no-no. Porta Potties are
normally pumped out with a hose. If they’re filled
with garbage, as opposed to human waste, the
contents must be removed by hand. “Dipping
trash and dog waste out of Porta Potties is a
hazardous activity,” says Mr. James. “That didn’t
continue very long before we got the cans back
out there.” Indeed, after removing five trash cans from the
memorial area, the park service put two back, then removed
one.
Next problem stop: the aptly named Roaches Run, a
waterfowl sanctuary on the Potomac whose parking lot was
strewn with pizza boxes, cups and newspapers tossed mostly
by taxi and limousine drivers who sit in the sanctuary’s parking
lot, awaiting calls to nearby Reagan National Airport. Cab
driver Esmail Abedini rolled down his window, releasing a
miasma of food smells. “I have my plastic, but some people
don’t think this way, so I’d like to see the trash cans back,”
he said, holding up a clear cellophane bag with scraps of
his lunch at the bottom. A wilted sprig of fresh mint and a
pine-tree shaped air freshener lay across the car’s console,
but accomplished little. “Right now in America the trash is
worse than in developing countries in Middle East. Tehran is
cleaner,” he said. “See this?” he said, gesturing in anger at the
litter around him, “Maybe it is the bad economy?”
Carry In-Carry Out has gained traction among waste
management types because it saves money and time on
trash collection, and encourages recycling: the random mess
removed from trash bins is fit only for the incinerator. But data
on urban programs’ success is still accumulating. In New
York City, for example, the subway system hauls 14,000 tons
of garbage out of its 468 stations annually. It launched a pilot
trash-free program, similar to Carry In-Carry Out, in 2011 at
two stations. After logging a trash reduction of up to 67%, the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority expanded the program
to eight more stations last year. There are no numbers for
the broader program yet. Since riders continue tossing free
newspapers and half-eaten pastries into phone booths and
under benches, the MTA is noncommittal. The trash-reduction
program “isn’t feasible at our largest stations, like Grand
Central or Times Square,” said MTA spokesman Kevin Ortiz.
Sloth, it seems, is ultimately just a part of urban life.
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Parks are different, of course, and Mr. James, who began
his career in the Great Plains states, has lofty notions about
inspiring people to comply. “If we could teach them to look
on parks as sacred, like the Nez Perce do, it would be
interesting,” he says.
Mr. Migliaccio’s team collected just 22 tons of trash from his
territory in May, the first full month of the program—or five
tons less than the same month in 2012. Still, the park service
has had to alter its can-free vision as time passes. There are
no plans to remove trash receptacles from busy recreation
areas such as Gravelly Point, where visitors fish, boat and eat
while watching planes land and take off at the airport. There,
despite the continued presence of about 25 cans, “on Monday
morning it looks like Woodstock after everyone went home,”
Mr. Migliaccio said. “We’re learning as we go, but we have no
intention of lowering our standards,” he added.
Meanwhile, the 55 cans removed from his stretch of parkway
sit, washed and stacked, in a maintenance warehouse.
“They’re recyclable—but we’re going to hang onto them for the
foreseeable future,” he said.
Elizabeth Williamson, “National-Park Visitors Are Asked to Take Their
Trash With Them,” The Wall Street Journal, August 5, 2013

NOTE FROM GHA: Any property that is near a park or
public facility that will be implementing “Take Trash with You”
programs should be aware that hotels and other businesses
will be impacted by these programs. Guests will be bringing
more trash and recyclables to hotels and other businesses
for disposal. So, hotels and other businesses in the area will
need to consider how much their solid waste and recycling
programs may be expanded.

Small & Independent Hotels:
Sustaining Success
Collaborating with competitors
By Rauni Kew, green program manager, Inn by the Sea

Hotels have come a long way in embracing sustainability
over the last decade, and with good reason. A 2011 study
by Harvard Business School, which tracked the performance
of 180 companies, found firms that adopted environmentally
and socially responsible policies by 1993 significantly
outperformed their peers. Travelocity, which launched a green
hotel directory in 2009, reported
that bookings for green hotels were
65% higher than for their non-green
counterparts in the first quarter of
2010.
Originally the term “green hotel” was
a catchall for properties that reduced
water, waste, energy or chemicals
while saving money, but the bar has risen. Now, a green hotel
is expected to do all of the above, while also preserving a
sense of place, supporting its community, celebrating all things
local and educating staff and guests on sustainability.
With off-the-grid hotel operations, wildlife habitat restoration
projects, support for local schools and farm-to-fork and trawlto-table food and beverage programs, there are plenty of
hotels that have already stepped up to the challenge. Now,
consider how much more could be achieved if hotels formed
collaborations with other hotels—yes, your competitors—to
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work with local agencies and their guests to find solutions for
larger community needs.
Inn by the Sea, a small, coastal boutique property is part
of two Maine programs where hotel, agency and guest
collaborations are successfully targeting community needs and
providing solutions.
Hospitality for Habitat
Innkeepers across the state of Maine collaborate each May
on a fundraiser to help Habitat for Humanity build homes for
Maine families. The Maine Innkeepers Association sponsors
the fundraiser, Hospitality for Habitat. Participating Innkeepers
slash their room rates by 50% for any guest willing to donate
$35 to Habitat for Humanity. It’s a win-win scenario. Guests
have an opportunity to visit B&Bs, inns and hotels at greatly
reduced rates, innkeepers benefit from increased business
during a traditionally slow tourism period and everyone
supports a great cause. Maine Innkeepers, together with the
help of their guests, have raised more than $100,000 to help
Habitat for Humanity place deserving Maine families in homes.
Out of the Blue
Buying local and supporting regional vendors and producers
is an important part of sustainability. The locavore movement,
which involves eating food locally produced instead of
being moved long distances to market, has been growing
in popularity. Many guests are now interested in the source
of food being served to them, making sure it is both fresh
and nutritious. Out of the Blue is a Gulf of Maine Research
Institute (GMRI) collaboration between chefs and local
fishermen to raise consumer awareness around lesser known,
undervalued local seafood, fresh from the Gulf of Maine.
You won’t find Cod or Haddock
on Chef Kaldrovich’s menu in the
ocean-view Sea Glass restaurant
at Inn by the Sea. Alongside
his lobster-tasting menu, the
chef serves up lesser known
fish from the Gulf of Maine. By
having chefs serve underutilized
species, over-fished populations
get a break. The program’s goals
are to achieve better dock prices for fishermen for fish with
limited demand and to support the health of the Gulf of Maine
and the sustainability of an important Maine industry. GMRI
supports the program with colorful information cards about
Maine’s fishing industry that go to dining room guests. Guests
love both the delectable new flavors from Out of the Blue,
as well as the local “fish story” adding to their Maine culinary
experience.
Both Maine programs yielded positive publicity and increased
revenues to local hotels. The collaborations show the
commitment of participating hotels to sustainability, while
engaging guests in meaningful ways that enhance customer
satisfaction. Any hotel can implement sustainability initiatives
like these in their community. Simply identify a local need,
reach out to the agency that can best spearhead a program,
and work with competitors to achieve a solution.
Rauni Kew is green program manager at Inn by the Sea
in Cape Elizabeth, ME, a member of Maine Innkeepers
Association, on GMRI’s Out of the Blue steering committee,
chairman of the Greater Portland CVB, and her property is an
8-year GHA Partner Member.
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I’ll have the trash fish, please
The history of fishing in Massachusetts is in large part the
history of cod. But the future of fishing here was on display
recently, when fishermen, chefs, environmental advocates,
and political leaders sat down to a meal of redfish, pollock and
dogfish.
We called it a “Trash Fish” Dinner because for far too many
years tons of these delicious fish were tossed overboard as
waste, ignored in a marketplace that stuck resolutely to cod,
haddock, flounder and not much else. Years of inadequate
conservation and management measures and now climate
change impacts, such as rising ocean temperatures and
decreasing salinity, have combined to push some groundfish
stocks down to a point where we must tightly restrict the catch.
This will give the fish a rest, and allow them to rebuild so that
both fish and the fishing industry have a future here. We know
that stocks can rebuild if given a chance because redfish,
dogfish, haddock and others have done just that. Now we
must re-introduce the public to fish that weren’t available in the
market in recent years.
Thus, the “Trash Fish” Dinner could not come at a more
opportune time. Just last month, the New England Fishery
Management Council voted to significantly reduce catch
limits for cod and other groundfish species. Stock declines
and the reduction in catch limits are hitting fishermen and
fishing communities throughout the region extremely hard.
But, our focus on these under-utilized species previews what
sustainable seafood consumption might look like in the future
while offering a promising path forward for the New England
fishing industry.
The good news is that we know people are willing to try new
fish. As recently as the early 1990s, fish that were previously
cast aside, like monkfish, became wildly popular as people
looked beyond their traditional favorites. The bad news is that
when this happened, we didn’t know enough about these “data
poor” stocks and might easily have depleted them too. Luckily,
fishermen and scientists working together were able to learn
enough about monkfish in time and implement management
efforts. But we don’t want to roll the dice with other species.
Data collection and innovation in fishing methods will be key to
healthy fisheries.
Thomas, Johanna and Michael Leviton, “I’ll have the trash
fish, please,“ The Boston Globe, March 7, 2013

PROTECTING BIRDS WITH TAPE ON WINDOWS
Birds hit your windows because they just can’t see glass. As
a result, hundreds of millions die each year in collisions with
windows. ABC BirdTape has been tested and approved by
bird experts at American Bird Conservancy to alert birds to the
presence of glass while allowing you to see out your windows
from inside. Here are instructions on how to
use the tape:
• BirdTape is easily applied and lasts up to
four years.
• For best results, apply to the outside of
windows. Pick a dry, sunny day to install.
• Your windows must be clean and dry:
Wash your windows with soap and water
and rinse well after. Do not use spray-on
window cleaning products as they leave a film behind that can
prevent the tape from sticking properly. Use a squeegee to dry
your windows or leave to dry in the sun.
• Cut the tape to the desired lengths to form the pattern you
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wish to use for your window. Any of the patterns shown on
abcbirdtape.org’s website will work.
• Peel the backing off each strip and place firmly on the glass.
Press into place along the length of the tape using the edge of
a credit card to remove any trapped air bubbles.
• To remove, peel off the tape from the glass and scrape any
adhesive residue with a razor blade or putty knife.
Watch a brief video at abcbirdtape.org on how to apply the
tape as well as order tape there.

Campaign Calls Wood Pellets
‘Environmental Disaster’
NRDC warns European appetite for wood pellets
threatens America’s Southeastern forests.
Wood pellets made from residual manufacturing waste, fallen
limbs or treetops can put biomass energy to good use. But
the NRDC worries demand from Europe will cause Southern
biomass facilities to harvest whole
trees and ignore sustainable forest
management practices.
Wood pellets, a source for
domestic heating and increasingly
for commercial- and utility-scale
heat and power, are often hailed
as carbon neutral. Wood releases
as much carbon when burned as it would naturally decaying
in the forest, goes the argument, and forest growth then
sequesters that carbon again. Many European countries
have embraced wood pellets on the path to their 2020 goal of
meeting 20% of energy needs through renewable sources.
Sounding the alarm
But there’s a problem, says the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC), which is raising alarm bells about the impact
of overseas demand on American forests in a campaign
dubbed “Our Forests Aren’t Fuel.”
Sourcing Areas around Existing and
Proposed Biomass Facilities
The NRDC references a map from the Southern
Environmental Law Center (See http://www.buildinggreen.com/auth/
image.cfm?imageName=images/A5350/map.jpg&fileName=A5350.xml), which
shows the sourcing areas around each proposed and existing
woody biomass facility. Where facilities are close together, the
demand for wood may soon outstrip residual supplies leading
to the harvesting of whole trees.
The number of woody biomass facilities in the Southeastern
US has spiked in recent years, and in 2012, pellet exports
from that region jumped 70% from the year before. Though
pellets are usually made from low-quality timber and wood
that is collected from residuals, NRDC warns that demand
will inevitably drive companies to start harvesting whole
trees as demand increases, and says that Enviva, the pellet
manufacturer that supplies Dominion Power, is already doing
so.
Do pellets make sense as a carbon-reduction strategy?
Though carbon neutral in theory, wood pellets would, at least
initially, contribute to even more carbon in the atmosphere,
NRDC argues. Water accounts for about half the weight of
wood, reducing its energy density compared with coal or other
fossil fuels. In fact, NRDC says the inefficiency results in 40%
more carbon emissions per unit of energy generated. These
emissions are not recouped until new forests mature decades
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later—too late to prevent climate change.
Andy Whitman, director of the Natural Capital Initiative at the
Manomet Center for Conservation
Sciences, says analyzing wood pellets
is not so simple. “Wood begins to
look good” if the pellets utilize residual
biomass that otherwise would have
gone to waste—that carbon will be
released whether used for energy
or not. The efficiency of wood even
becomes comparable to fossil fuels if it
is used for both heat and power.
However, Whitman expresses concerns about carbon neutral
claims when pellets are being exported to Europe: “When
shipping overseas, you have to account for transportation,
and that’s where you lose any [carbon neutral] gains.” As a
carbon-reduction policy, he referred to the findings of a 2010
Manomet study showing that “wood won’t be the big answer or
play a huge role in regional or national policy, but it does have
local applications.”
Could industry help protect the forest?
The economic reality of today’s market is another factor to
weigh. The wood industry can provide a stream of revenue
that makes it economically viable to keep land in use as
forestry. Forests are buffered from the threat of development,
and the monetary value placed on healthy forests encourages
sustainable management practices to secure the next harvest.
The South lacks the paper mills of the North, so without a
pellet industry, “there would be no market for low quality
wood,” Whitman explained. Recent growth may just be
indicative of “a new way to generate revenue.”
Pearson, Candace, http://buildinggreen.com/auth/article.cfm/2013/7/16/
Campaign-Calls-Wood-Pellets-Environmental-Disaster/?mc_cid=
748c168204&mc_eid=27846491ae, July 16, 2013

One Man’s Trash is Another Man’s Pay Dirt
It is, unfortunately, society’s nature to discard the unwanted
or forgotten. This tendency is on display across the globe,
from slums of mega-cities to undernourished children in rural
villages to the ugly endangered creatures that never receive
attention. Nowhere, however, is this tendency more apparent
than in our trash. We accumulate so much unwanted stuff that
each city-dweller throws away an average of 1.2 kilograms
of municipal solid waste per day. An individual’s trash puts
all those unwanted items on display, whether it is an old
love letter, a broken glass or a half-eaten ham and cheese
sandwich.
Pay Dirt, a new report by the Institute for Local Self-Reliance
(ILSR), outlines the benefits of that half-eaten sandwich. The
report outlines the environmental and economic benefits of
developing composting programs in Maryland. Composting is
simply the decomposition of organic matter. It occurs naturally,
but it can also be controlled and accelerated with human
assistance. The end product—compost—has a variety of uses
and is particularly valuable as a soil conditioner.
Economically, composting can provide a surprising number
of jobs. Compost stays within the local community and thus
prevents outsourcing of the associated jobs. On a per-ton
basis, composting, including mulching and natural wood waste
recycling, employs two times more workers than landfilling,
and four times more workers than incineration. On a dollar4				
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per-capital-investment basis, composting may sustain as many
as three times more jobs than landfilling and 17 times more
jobs than incineration. If the 1 million tons of organic matter
currently wasted in Maryland were composted, almost 1,400
jobs could be created.
Environmentally, composting can contribute at a variety of
different scales. Backyard gardeners have long composted
their own waste and then reintroduced the compost into
their gardens, increasing soil productivity. At a larger
scale, composting can help protect the Chesapeake Bay
watershed—it reduces stormwater runoff by holding up to
20 times its weight in water; binds heavy metals, pesticides,
herbicides, reducing their leachability and absorption by plants;
when added to soil compost can reduce contamination by
urban pollutants by 60-95%.
Composting also means less waste is sent to landfills and
incinerators, which translates to reduced methane emissions
from landfills and lower potentially dangerous fumes from
incineration. In addition, because of its high water retention,
compost helps prevent soil erosion, and is being used on
steep roadway embankments and as part of the growing trend
of green infrastructure, which includes green roofs, bioswales,
rain gardens and vegetated retaining walls. ILSR argues
that composting offers Maryland the opportunity to become a
leader in green infrastructure and provide a model for other
states to follow.
Singer, Alison, https://www.google.com/#q=One+Man%E2%80%99s+Trash+is+
Another+Man%E2%80%99s+Pay+Dirt, Worldwatch Institute, June 11, 2013

New York City to Require Food Waste Recycling
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg aims to green the
Big Apple by expanding food waste recycling efforts following
a surprisingly successful test program in 3,500 Staten Island
homes and some Manhattan apartment buildings. Bloomberg
wants to expand his city’s food waste program to 100,000
homes and 100 high-rise apartments in all five boroughs by
this fall. That is about 5% of all households in the city. Initially,
the city would employ a composting plant to process 100,000
tons of food waste per year, which is about 10% of the city’s
residential food waste. Later the city will seek proposals from
firms to construct a plant that would convert food waste to
biogas which could be burned to generate electricity.
The recycling program would expand to the entire city and
become mandatory by 2015 or 2016. According to Bloomberg,
it will save the city money, possibly $100 million per year.
Food waste and other organic materials account for almost
a third of all residential waste and the city spent $336 million
last year exporting most of it to landfills in Ohio, Pennsylvania
and South Carolina. “We bury 1.2 million tons of food waste
in landfills every year at a cost of nearly $80 per ton,” he said.
“That waste can be used as fertilizer or converted to energy at
a much lower price. That’s good for the environment and for
taxpayers.”
“New York City to Require Food Waste Recycling,” New York Times, June 16, 2013

The engagement challenge:
Can pledges change behavior?
It’s a challenge for many sustainability executives—getting
employees to move from thinking about environmental
sustainability issues to taking action. It’s the same for our
nation’s mayors as well as they seek to challenge their
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residents to conserve water and energy, and protect local
ecosystems. That’s why we’ve evaluated recent research that
studied the results from hundreds of environmental campaigns
and experiments to determine what makes a campaign
successful. We’re leveraging these insights as we get set
to launch the 2013 National Mayor’s Challenge for Water
Conservation.

and experiences. We’ve also included a few “stretch” pledges
that may be new concepts to consumers.

The challenge offers insight into how to successfully engage
people when it comes to environmental issues. It turns out
that it also offers a ready-made platform to engage your
employees to support these efforts and help their communities
as well.

Goals: Specific, measurable targets promote changes in
behavior. Several of the pledges require specific behaviors
to complete. For example, the Mayor’s pledge requires
completion of WaterMatch profiles for their community’s
wastewater treatment plants.

Designing an Effective Campaign
The Mayor’s Challenge is designed to provide broad and longlasting benefits to consumers, communities and the global
environment. The pledges that
consumers are asked to make in
the National Mayor’s Challenge
for Water Conservation may
seem simple. Yet they have
been carefully designed to reap
rewards for individuals and
their communities and make a
significant positive impact on the
environment. Here are the eight
keys to a successful campaign.

Each of the elements plays a part in implementing a
successful campaign to change environmental behaviors.
Integrated together into one campaign as we have done
in the National Mayor’s Challenge for Water Conservation
(wylandfoundation.org/mywaterpledge/), the elements have proven
to have long-lasting impacts. We’re doing this because the
pledges add up. Last year, residents from 1,000 cities in all 50
states made online pledges to save a total of 4.7 billion gallons
of water during 2012, with a potential cost savings of $11.6
million. What inspires you to action?

Easy: The requested change in behaviors must be easy to
understand and do. The total time required for registration,
reading and pledging is about 5-10 minutes.
Justifications: Providing the reasons for performing a
specific behavior is an effective persuasion technique for longlasting change. The challenge provides an explanation of the
benefits and background for each pledge as well as links to
references to learn more.
Feedback: Offering a way to measure the results of the
behavior change provides a motivation to perform. Several
of the pledges will result in direct reduction of water use by
participants. The benefits can be seen quickly in monthly
water bills.
Rewards: Incentives for participating in a campaign are
effective for maximizing participation. Competition and
rewards are key components of the National Mayor’s
Challenge for Water Conservation. Competition between
cities motivates citizens to participate to help their city win first
place. Participants are able to win tangible rewards in the
form of prizes ranging from a Toyota Prius to products from
Lowe’s.
Social Modeling: Campaigns that include public role models
are effective in encouraging others to engage in the new
environmental behavior. Public engagement of Mayors is the
cornerstone of this challenge and provides testimony that the
behavior changes are valuable to communities.
Cognitive Dissonance: Connecting with the preexisting
beliefs in a consumer’s conscience is an effective way
to promote and support new behaviors. We believe that
most consumers have an understanding that waste and
pollution generally have bad effects on themselves and
their communities. We’ve designed the pledges to be easily
understood as good behaviors that minimize waste and
pollution. Most consumers will have an awareness of the
good drivers behind the pledges due to previous education
November / December 2013

		

Commitment: Asking participants to make a commitment
promotes long-term success. The on-line pledge system
requires participants to register and check a box for each
pledge.

Dell, Jan, Steve Creech and Travis Loop, “The engagement challenge: Can pledges change
behavior?,” greenbiz.com/blog/2013/03/11/can-pledges-change-behavior, March 11, 2013

5 WAYS TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS
(MORE) BIKE FRIENDLY
When you hear “bike-friendly business,” what do you imagine?
Bike-friendly businesses have a positive effect on our
environment and economy, yet they don’t begin to address
how bike friendliness has become serious business―for
innovative corporations. Bikes are finding their way into
corporate sustainability programs because of their significant
ability to impact daily efficiencies and the bottom line. The
League of American Bicyclists recognizes companies with
“Bicycle Friendly Business” awards. The latest round includes
some of the world’s largest, most respected companies, such
as Facebook, Apple, Hewlett Packard and Williams-Sonoma.
Bike programs like these require work in five areas:
1. Infrastructure
With the right infrastructure―bikes, parking, showers and safe
roads―more employees will use bikes and get around more
efficiently.
Bike Fleets. Company bike fleets are an efficient way to
navigate large resort properties, corporate campuses, travel
to meetings in urban centers, delivering packages in densely
populated areas and commuting.
Corporate campuses throughout California’s Silicon Valley
use bikes as an alternative to cars and company shuttles.
Companies with headquarters in urban areas―like WilliamsSonoma, with buildings throughout San Francisco―have
bikes available for inter-office travel. Elsewhere, companies
like FedEx and UPS use bikes for deliveries in dense cities
like Paris, and in US cities during the holidays. And General
Mills and Sunpower have loaner fleets for employees who
want to try bike commuting.
Parking, Showers, Lockers. Having a convenient and
secure place to store bikes during the workday, as well as
a place to shower and clean up are important amenities.
They can be the make-or-break decision to bike commute.
Facebook and Sunpower encourage bike commuting with
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showers, lockers, towel service and indoor bike racks.
Safe Roads and Routes. In the US our roads were originally
built for bikes, but have since been focused on motorized
traffic. Companies committed to a bike program need
to look at their own parking lots, streets and surrounding
neighborhoods. Is it convenient and safe to get to and from
your office? Are you working with your local transportation
authority and bike coalition to improve surrounding streets?
The safer and more efficient the roads, the more people will
ride.
2. Operational Support
Liability and Risk Management. For company bike fleets,
it’s important to make sure you’ve done everything you can to
reduce liability. This includes plans for insurance, helmet use,
education and maintenance. With careful upfront planning,
your program will operate smoothly, without undue risk.
Bike Repair and Maintenance. If you have a bike fleet, then
you must have a plan for regular maintenance and repairs.
Depending on your physical set-up, you may also need rebalancing services, as bikes will migrate and not always be
available where and when employees want them. Some
companies, like Google and Genentech, contract for on-site
maintenance while others have staff to handle it.
Some companies offer on-site bike repair for commuters,
through either a visiting mechanic or full-time mechanics on
site like you’ll find at Facebook’s new Bike and Transportation
Hub. Employees also appreciate DIY bike repair stations, like
those at Salesforce, Facebook and Levi’s.
3. Motivational Programs
Like any good sustainability initiative, you’ll want to motivate
employee engagement.
The simplest is the federal Qualified Commuter Tax
Benefit, $20/month for employees who meet the minimum
requirements for bike commuting. Even though it’s a small
amount, it’s highly desired by serious bike commuters as
it offsets much of the cost of riding a bike. Even better
are internal systems that track and reward employees for
commuting by bike.
Some of these systems are evergreen, providing incentive
throughout the year. Others are seasonal and tied to events
like Bike-to-Work Day.
Incentive Programs. Clif Bar & Company has made bicycles
a key part of their Sustainability Benefits Program and has
made rewards a key part of participation. Employees who
bike commute at least twice a month are eligible to receive
$500 cash for the purchase of a commuter bike or a retrofit
of an existing bike. Employees who eliminate cars from their
commute can earn up to $960 a year in rewards. Employees
accumulate points that can be redeemed for a variety of
rewards including commuter checks, cash, Clif gear and even
climate offsets.
Events and Campaigns. Kimberly-Clark’s bike program and
sponsorship of their “Get Up and Ride” global bike-to-work
campaign began with a single employee in Wisconsin. The
campaign spread quickly and involves Kimberly-Clark sites
worldwide. And for those who love to ride, there’s nothing
more motivating than healthy competition. At Specialized,
employees track their bike commuting stats against other
members through their Commuter Club.
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4. Education
We’ve polled thousands of employees to understand what
motivates or deters people from bike commuting. Safety is the
#1 reason for not cycling. “I don’t feel comfortable riding with
traffic.” The most bike-friendly businesses offer safe cycling
education to their employees.
Workshops. One-hour workshops, often conducted as a part
of existing lunch-and-learn programs, are the most popular.
Countless companies offer these workshops as a part of Biketo-Work Month, including Williams-Sonoma, Salesforce and
Facebook.
Internal Resources. Companies with comprehensive
programs have a designated area on their internal websites for
bike program information. This includes tips for safe cycling,
links to outside resources, maps, routes and workshop videos.
Some companies have staff that provides direct assistance.
Nike, for example, has a department that helps employees plot
out the safest route to and from work as well as guide them to
resources to make their ride easier.
5. Commitment
We’ve seen programs that started strong but didn’t have the
institutional support for the long haul. This type of support
requires the bike program be tied to corporate objectives. For
instance, Facebook’s goal of 50% alternative transportation
drives their long-term commitment to cycling, which in turn
helps them achieve their desired program results. Being
bike-friendly has moved from a nice idea to an important and
valuable sustainable business strategy. Given the momentum
in this direction, we’ll see many more companies incorporate
bikes into their sustainability plans.
Amy Harcourt, http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2013/01/14/5-waysmake-your-business-more-bike-friendly, January 14, 2013

Touchless Toilet Paper Dispensers –
There’s More Than The ‘Cool Factor’
Deciding between one square or many could become a thing
of the past as paper dispenser manufacturers introduce
touchless toilet paper dispensers—sleek devices that dispense
premeasured tissue with ease. Similar to touch-free towel
dispensers already on the market, touchless toilet paper
dispensers are available with automatic or manual operations.
With touchless toilet paper dispensers, users simply wave
their hands in front of the sensor and the machine dispenses
a single sheet of tissue. Manual touchless dispensers also
feature one-at-a-time dispensing—only one end of the tissue is
exposed and end users pull out a single sheet of tissue.
In addition to contributing to the “coolness” factor in the
restroom, touchless toilet paper dispensers enhance hygiene
while positively affecting the bottom line for building service
contractors and facility executives who pay for their own
consumables.
Control Waste With Automatic Toilet Tissue Dispensers
Controlling the amount of tissue dispensed is one of the
overarching benefits of automatic toilet tissue dispensers.
Instead of the strong-handed user taking too much tissue, the
touchless models dictate the amount that is offered each time.
“We have the free-wheelers, they yank on that roll and it
just spins out and they are typically consuming a lot more
product as a result,” says Lisa Morden, senior director, global
sustainability for Kimberly-Clark Professional, Roswell, GA.
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Manufacturers say there is a 20 to 40% reduction in the
amount of tissue that gets consumed as a result of using
automatic toilet tissue dispensers. The reduced consumption
is a selling point for those concerned with the upfront costs
for touchless dispensers when compared to less expensive
traditional units.
“The key is really the traffic that is going through that facility
and how much product gets put through that dispenser.
That’s really where the cost savings ultimately come from,”
Morden says. “Depending on the rate of traffic and rate
of consumption, there is a cost-savings payback to that
dispenser. It’s paying for itself over time.”
In addition, the janitorial labor needed to keep restrooms clean
is reduced with automatic toilet tissue dispensers because less
paper finds its way onto the floor or stuffed into a toilet.
“These types of electronic systems do help to minimize that
over-usage or that wastage rate that occurs in the restroom,”
Morden says. “We have all seen tissue on the floor because
someone has free-wheeled; certainly the maintenance is
mitigated and minimized because of the more controlled
situation.”
When restroom users take less tissue, supplies last longer.
Janitors shouldn’t have to restock dispensers as often with
automatic toilet tissue dispensers units cutting down on labor
costs.
“Smaller single rolls that you see in the home tend to walk
away; even jumbo rolls walk away in some situations,” says
Shannon Cain, senior category manager– tissue, GeorgiaPacific Professional, Atlanta. “With this, it’s locked, so you
can’t even get to the roll.”
Another indirect cost savings is found in the reduction of water
usage. Less tissue being put into the toilet means less double
flushing; less water is needed to get it down the drain. The
amount of plumbing repairs and maintenance can also be
reduced with automatic toilet tissue dispensers.
http://www.cleanlink.com/cp/article/Touchless-Toilet-Paper-Dispensers-8211-TheresMore-Than-The-8216Cool-Factor--15728?source=CL-Homepage-3

IN POST-TSUNAMI JAPAN,
HOMEOWNERS PULL AWAY FROM GRID

In a post-tsunami revolt against conventional electric utilities,
tens of thousands of Japanese homeowners have started
generating their own power from hydrogen fuel cells and solar
panels, turning the country into the world’s leading laboratory
for overturning the traditional grid and the century-old business
model behind it.
Two and a half years after the nuclear-plant disaster crippled
a primary source of electricity, major homebuilders are
incorporating the alternative technologies as a standard
feature of new homes. Japan’s biggest builder of single-family
homes, says more than 80% of those it produced have solar
power and half have fuel cells, an emerging technology littleknown in homes elsewhere.
The turn of these Japanese away from centralized power
offers an unsettling model for utility companies in the US,
where homes rely overwhelmingly on traditional grids. An
Edison Electric report warns that new forms of power put
utilities in danger of a vicious cycle by stealing some of their
best customers, potentially forcing the utilities to raise prices
and risk losing still more. Japan’s leading power companies
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are losing billions of dollars a year, largely because all 50 of
their nuclear power plants were shut within 14 months of the
tsunami.
A Japanese law encouraging alternative energy requires
utilities to buy any power a home or business generates
beyond its own needs. Utilities must pay around 35 cents a
kilowatt hour for solar power, three times their generating cost
with natural gas.
Some 40,000 homeowners installed fuel cells by the end of
last March. Though a tiny share of households, demand is
growing fast. A fuel cell is a device about the size of a skinny
refrigerator, and sits outside the building or home and does its
work quietly. It takes in natural gas, which contains hydrogen,
as well as oxygen from the air, generating electricity and
heat for hot water. The devices are similar to batteries in that
both create energy through a chemical process, but instead
of running down over time, fuel cells can keep producing
electricity and heat as long as fuel and oxygen are available.
Cost is expected to drop by half to $7,000 by 2016.
Landers, Peter and Mayumi Negishi, “In Post-Tsunami Japan, Homeowners
Pull Away from Grid,” The Wall Street Journal, Sepember 18, 2013

Starwood’s Healthy Lifestyle

Frits van Paasschen, CEO of Starwood Hotels & Resorts
exercises six days a week no matter where he is in the
world. He is injecting parts of his lifestyle and passion into
Starwood’s hotels—brands such as Sheraton, Westin, St.
Regis and W.
He is vegan, and has changed menus to make them healthier.
New menus have been crafted around foods thought o
improve well-being and longevity such as green tea, honey,
blueberries and kiwis. He’s made it easier for road warriors
to work out. The company’s newest brand, Element, offers
bicycles. Westin hotels loan guests running shoes and
clothing. The whole idea is that guests will feel better after
their stay, so it’s important that the gym is available.
Starwood has made a concerted push to win over road
warriors who spend 50 to 100 nights a year at hotels. About
2% of their travelers account for about 30% of their profitability.
Last year it introduced a personal ambassador service for its
most frequent guests, a personal point of contact to handle
their needs. Frits says, “What I think is surprising is that they
actually don’t have very extravagant demands. But, what
they want are a few things consistently executed.” That often
means a microwave in the room for popcorn, having the
temperature set in advance or stocking the fridge with Diet
Coke. Big requests only come when they are traveling with
their families.
Mayerowtiz, Scott, “Frits van Paasschen applied healthy lifestyle to Starwood Hotels;
looks to win luxury market,” Toronto Globe, Associated Press, October 25, 2013

Turn ON the dark!

As evidence mounts that excessive use of light is harming
wildlife and adversely affecting human health, new initiatives in
France and elsewhere are seeking to turn down the lights that
flood an ever-growing part of the planet.
Last month, France—including the City of Light—grew darker
late at night as one of the world’s most comprehensive lighting
ordinances went into effect.
From 1 am to 7 am, shop lights are being turned off, and lights
inside office buildings must be extinguished within an hour
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of workers leaving the premises. The lighting on France’s
building facades cannot be turned on before sunset. Over the
next two years, regulations restricting lighting on billboards
will go into effect. These rules are designed to eventually
cut carbon dioxide emissions by 250,000 tons per year, save
the equivalent of the annual energy consumption of 750,000
households, and slash the country’s overall energy bill by
200 million Euros ($266 million). But no less a motivation,
says France’s Environment Ministry, is to “reduce the print of
artificial lighting on the nocturnal environment”—a powerful
acknowledgement that excessive use of lighting in many parts
of the world is endangering our health and the health of the
ecosystems on which we rely. The good news, however, is that
light pollution is readily within our grasp to control.
Until recently, efforts to restrain our use of light have been
primarily in response to the astronomical light pollution erasing
starry nights. But researchers are increasingly focusing on
the impacts of so-called ecological light pollution, warning that
disrupting these natural patterns of light and dark, and thus
the structures and functions of ecosystems, is having profound
impacts.
Bogard, Paul, Yale Environment360, August 28, 2013

Task Unification

Bring together unrelated tasks or functions
Consider the Captcha system, which you have probably
experienced many times, but without knowing its name.
Captcha (an acronym for Completely Automated Public Turing
Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart) is what asks you
to type words written in a bizarre, distorted script inside a box
before you’re allowed to enter a website. Ticketmaster, for
instance, uses Captcha to prevent the automated programs
of scalpers from immediately scooping up the most desirable
seats for events.
What most people don’t realize is that their Captcha
answers serve two purposes—and here we get to task
unification. In addition to proving to websites that they are
not machines, the users of Captcha are deciphering difficultto-read words from printed texts. The system’s inventor, a
Carnegie Mellon computer scientist named Luis von Ahn,
realized that by feeding into Captcha words that computer
scanners can’t read—especially the old fonts often found in
older publications—users could help in the massive task of
transforming printed content into digital form. Ordinary web
surfers are helping to transcribe the equivalent of nearly
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150,000 books a year.
Boyd, Drew and Jacob Goldenberg, “Think Inside the
Box,” The Wall Street Journal, June 15-16, 2013

SLOT MACHINES THAT COOL

At CityCenter’s Aria Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, slot
machines were designed with ventilation systems at their
bases. Because they cool gamblers from the ground up, the
casino doesn’t have to provide cooling from the ceiling, a
process that wastes energy on empty space.
Gloudeman, Nikki, “14 Bright Green Ideas,” Smart Meetings, September 2012, p. 72-78

THE RIGHT STUFF—FOR CLEANING

Put a cotton sock over your hand and wipe down venetian
blinds.
“The right stuff—for cleaning,” Consumer Reports, September 2013, p. 8

A BEACON IN THE DARK

A child’s bedroom can feel a little safer with a night light. A
string of energy-stingy LEDs will keep under-bed and closetdwelling monsters at bay with minimal energy consumption.
Pageaday.com calendar

$7,000+

On average, one Chinese tourist spends more than $7,000
per visit to the US. According to the US Dept. of Commerce,
nearly 1.5 million Chinese citizens visited the US. By 2016
that number is expected to be more than 4 million.
“HM Trivia,” HotelManagement.net, August 2013, p. 12, Source:
U. S. Dept. of Commerce and attractchina.org

FIRE ANTS IN YOUR MAILBOX
AFTER A HEAVY RAIN?

Put 3-4 garlic cloves in the mailbox, and the ants will move
elsewhere.

FINAL WORDS . . .
“God has delegated himself to a million deputies.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), American essayist and poet

